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Sometimes you need brute force to get the  
job done. Complex tie-in operations or the  
placement of heavy subsea equipment at  
great depths require lifting equipment that  
can really handle heavy loads.
But brute force is not enough. Careful handling 
of advanced, high-cost equipment is essential 
during demanding operations if the job is to 
succeed.
This is where AXTech delivers, lifting your  
operations to new heights. AXTech is an  
engineering company that tailors Heavy Lifting 
Equipment and special equipment related to 
Material Handling for the marine and offshore 
industries. AXTech equipment is especially 
adapted to the specific tasks it is meant to 
perform.

When Strength Really Matters
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Efficient and  
Dynamic 
AXTech is an engineering and service company 
and a supplier of heavy-duty lifting and material 
handling equipment with a capacity range of 25 
to 1000 tonnes and more. 
AXTech develops, designs, delivers, tests, 
commissions and carries out service on heavy 
lifting and material handling equipment for use  
in harsh and corrosive marine environments. 
AXTech is an efficient, dynamic company, 
committed to achieving personal and organi- 
sational progress through excellence. Our  
engineers have broad experience from all  
relevant disciplines in marine and offshore 
engineering. Being a small and unbureaucratic 
organization, we are in a position to make fast 
decisions to the benefit of our clients and their 
projects.
We are located in Molde on the north-west coast 
of Norway, situated close to the large oil and  
gas fields of Norway. We are part of the large 
marine and offshore engineering cluster in the  
region of Kristiansund, Molde and Ålesund.  
AXTech is well positioned to retain its status  
as one of the most innovative companies in its 
sector.
AXTech has a quality assurance system and  
is certified according to ISO 9001.  
Dun & Bradstreet has rated AXTech as an 
AAA-Company for four years in a row.
AXTech is registered in the Achilles purchasing 
system.
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System  
Solutions

AXTech´s main focus is to supply total systems 
for the handling of heavy items, mainly for use 
onboard offshore vessels, FPSOs and rigs/ 
platforms. We design and deliver a wide range of 
different types of systems with a capacity range 
of 25 to more than 1000 metric tonnes. 
We design and deliver systems for general use 
in addition to systems developed for carrying out 
specific tasks on specialised vessels. All of our 
deliveries may be designed for use in hazardous 
(Ex) areas.

Pull-in Systems for Risers and Buoys
Launch and Recovery Systems (LARS)
Module Handling & Lifting Systems for IMR operation
Skidding Systemss
Tailor-made Solutions
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Pull-in Systems for  
Risers and Buoys
Our pull-in systems are normally equipped with 
200-1000 m of wire and have a lifting capacity  
of 150-1000 tonnes. The systems can be built as  
stationary or skiddable systems, or as a combi- 
nation of the two.
Most systems are based on hydraulic drives, but 
electrical drives may also be delivered. All systems 
have design and performance to suit client require-
ments. Most of the systems are certified for opera- 
tions in hazardous areas.  

The most common designs include:
 Skiddable system, or part of system, installed  
 on special made skiddable trolley moving along  
 vessel shipside. Sheave (or winch) can be  
 positioned in dedicated locations for each  
 individual pull-in operation.
 Skiddable system on circular rail system on turret. 
 Sheave (or winch) can be positioned in dedicated 
 locations for each individual pull-in operation.
 Stationary winch for pull-in of buoy (Submerged 
 Turret Systems), risers and anchor chains.

Options:
Automatic or manual spooling device 
Hydraulic power unit 
Special sheave arrangement, trolleys etc.

System  Solutions

1

2

1   300T RPS on FPSO Cidade de Itajai (Teekay) 
2   600T Pull-in Winch on Peregrino (BWO/Petrobras)    
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Launch and Recovery 
Systems (LARS)
A complete AXTech LARS system may include 
A-Frames, winches, skidding pallets and control 
system. The typical range is 50-700 tonnes  
dynamic load, or larger on request.
The A-frames are tailormade for specific purposes, with  
integrated winches or designed to work with deck winches. 
They may also be designed for different locations on the 
vessel i.e.:
 On stern of vessel
 On side of vessel
 Over the vessel’s moonpool

The AXTech LARS winches may be designed as:
 Hydraulic winches
 Electric winches
 Roller box automatic spooling
 Sheave (“constant exit”) 90° wire turn automatic spooling
 Skiddable winch (sideways) for automatic spooling function
 Wire length as required by client.

System  Solutions

1

2

1   20T LARS to Technip 
2   315T A-Frame on “Far Samson” (Farstad)   
3   Delivery of 200T, 250T & 310T LARS to Solwara 1 Project  
 (Nautilus Minerals) 

3
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Module Handling & 
Lifting Systems for 
IMR Operations 
AXTech delivers various designs of systems  
for handling subsea equipment between  
vessel and seabed. A common solution is  
a Module Handling Tower installed over the  
vessel’s moonpool. Other designs are based  
on A-frames or slewable towers, placing the  
modules on pallets and skidding the modules 
to the dedicated positions on deck. All systems 
include guiding arrangements for safe launch 
and recovery through the splash zone. AXTech  
also delivers moonpool deck hatch systems.

Our Module Handling Systems may include:
 A set of lifting and guide wire winches with capacities  
 as per client requirements
 Integrated control cabin and/or special control stations
 Access platforms, stairs, walkways
 Lights, submersible floodlights, cameras, etc.
 Integrated or free-standing HPU and/or EPU  
 (electric drives)
 Cursor guide system with adjustable prong structure
 Moonpool Deck Hatch systems (with guides/rails  
 as required)
 Skidding system for modules
 Maintenance crane with basket

Hydraulic Power Unit 
Special sheave arrangement, trolleys etc.

System  Solutions

1

2
3

1    35/60T IMR Tower for to “Skandi Seven” (Subsea 7)
2    IMR control system on “Seven Viking” (Subsea 7)  
3   70T IMR Tower to DOF Subsea
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Skidding Systems  
Skidding Equipment
Skidding systems are used to move heavy items 
to dedicated positions on deck. AXTech has many 
years of experience in the delivery of skidding and 
rolling systems for special and heavy items such 
as subsea modules, ploughs, anchors and various 
types of machines. 
AXTech supplies a wide range of skidding equip-
ment for heavy objects, i.e.:
 Self Powered Movable Platforms
 Skidding Tractors (Push-Pull units) 
 Pallets
 Rail systems

Cargo trolleys for FPSOs may be powered by 
an electro-hydraulic or diesel-hydraulic system. 
Trolleys may be supplied with rubber wheels or 
designed for rail structures. Trolleys and skidding 
equipment can be designed for hazardous area 
applications. Sheave trolleys and winch skid  
systems are often designed as part of a spread/ 
turret-moored Riser Pull-In system. 

System  Solutions

1

2
3

1   2   70T Skidding system on “North Sea Giant” (DOF Subsea/Statoil)
3   250T Skidding system on “Far Samson” (Farstad)  
4   35T Skidding system on “Normand Subsea” (Subsea 7) 

4
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Tailor-made Solutions
AXTech designs tailor-made material handling 
systems including advanced controls. We are 
often invited to join the early stages of a project 
to perform case studies and to participate in  
the development of new concepts related to 
material handling on specialised vessels.  
Our speciality is the development of unique  
and innovative solutions.
AXTech is an active cooperation partner in the 
development of material handling systems for 
use both on deck and subsea. The AXTech  
solutions are designed for harsh and highly 
corrosive marine environments and hazardous 
areas/classified zones.

System  Solutions

2

1   Special 420T Handling Tower for “North Sea Giant” (Technip/Statoil)
2   220T Flex Lay Wheel and A-Frame on “Agile” (McDermott)
3   300/150T pull-in/out winches & controls on MWCS (Exxon-GOM)

1
3
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Lifting and  
Handling  
Equipment

All AXTech’s lifting system items can be delivered 
as stand-alone units. We have a number of basic 
designs that can easily be adapted to specific 
tasks.

A-Frames 50-800T
Winches 50-1000T
Skidding Equipment
Active Heave Compensators and Shock Absorbers
Moonpool Deck Hatches
Power systems
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A-Frames 50-800T 
The design for AXTech A-frames is well-proven 
and the frames are supplied with normal or high 
stroke. The A-frames may be designed for general 
purpose or specific purposes i.e.:

The A-frames may have integrated winches or 
are designed to work with deck or crane winches. 
Special stabilisation frames for the safe control 
of the objects through the splash zone are often 
integrated into the design.
The A-frames normally operate with deck mounted 
winches, but may also be equipped with a winch 
installed on the cross member. Special stabili-
sation frames for the safe control of the objects 
through the splash zone are often integrated  
into the design. They may also be designed for 
different locations on the vessel i.e.:
 On stern of vessel
 On side of vessel

The most common designs have a stroke  
between 70° and 90°. However, AXTech has  
designed A-Frames with higher stroke, up to 180°.

Lifting and Handling Equipment

1

2
3

1   315T A-Frame on “Rem Gambler” (REM)    2   250T A-Frame on “Siem Aquamarine” (Siem)
3   315T A-Frame on “Far Samson” (Farstad)   4   300T A-Frame w/ winch on “Normand Seven” (Subsea 7) 

4

 Anchor handling
 Plough handling
 Subsea Machine handling

 Snubber systems handling
 Well intervention

 Over the vessel´s moonpool
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Winches 25-1000T 
AXTech designs and delivers a wide range of 
winches. The typical range is 25-1000 tonnes  
direct pull force on drum (even bigger on request). 
Rope length may exceed 3000 m. Our winches 
may be equipped with hydraulic or electric drive 
systems, and with integrated active heave compen-
sating function (AHC). We can also supply roller 
box spooling, 90° wire turn sheave (“constant exit”) 
spooling, or designs for skiddable units for spooling. 
The AXTech winches may be delivered with steel 
wire rope or fibre rope. 

Common types are: 
 Riser Pull-In Winches
 Buoy Pull-In Winches
 Guide Wire Winches 
 Launch and Recovery Winches
 Abandon and Recovery (A/R) Winches  
 Crane Winches   
 Umbilical Winches

Lifting and Handling Equipment

1

2
3 4

Photo: Ulstein Group/Per Eide Studio

4
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1   70T Electric AHC Winch to “Seven Viking” (Subsea 7) 
2   “Seven Viking” (Eidesvik/Subsea 7) 
3    850T Buoy Pull-in Winch to “BW Pioneer” (BWO/Petrobras)
4   BW Pioneer (BWO/Petrobras)
5    400T Pull-in Winch on “FPSO Cidade de São Vicente”  
  (BWO/Petrobras)
6   150/20T Winch to Pazfloor FPSO (Total)
7   165/40T Pull-in Winch on “Bunga Orkid FSO. (Bluewater) 
8   300T RPS on FPSO Cidade de Itajai (Teekay)
9   65T Electrical A/R Winch on “Normand Seven” (Subsea 7)

5

7 9

8Photo: Petrobras News Agency 

6
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Lifting and Handling Equipment

1

2

1   HPU for Reconnection Winch and Passive Heave Compen- 
 sation System on Shell “Stones” (SBM)
2   20T Abandonment Winch on Shell “Stones” (SBM)
3   20T Spooling Winch on Shell “Stones” (SBM)
4   600T Reconnection Winch on Shell “Stones” (SBM)
5   Sheave Trolley for 550T and 150T Pull-in Winch to FPSO  
 Cidade de Itaguai MV26 (Modec/Petrobras) 
6   550T and 150T Pull-in Winch to FPSO Cidade de Itaguai MV26 
 (Modec/Petrobras)
7   360T Riser Pull-in System on Aasta Hansteen platform (Statoil)

4
3
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5 6
7
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Active Heave 
Compensators and 
Shock Absorbers 
AXTech can deliver both active heave compen-
sators (AHC) and shock absorbers (PHC).
The AHCs are free-standing inline systems  
based on a hydraulic cylinder (linear system).
The AXTech shock absorbers are based on  
the same principle as the AHC, except for the 
active part. The function and characteristics 
of the PHC are always adapted to the actual 
purpose.

Active Heave Compensators
The Active Heave Compensators are designed for safe 
landing to, and lift from, the seabed during high seas. 
AXTech delivers a range of inline AHCs which reduce  
the vertical movement to a minimum in sea conditions  
of up to Hs 5. 
The AHCs are built as free-standing inline systems based 
on one or several hydraulic cylinders (linear system). They 
can also be used as one-impact shock absorbers simply 
by turning a switch in the control system.

Shock absorbers    
The shock absorbers are passive systems based on  
the same basic arrangement as the AHC i.e. a hydraulic 
cylinder working against an accumulator and a number  
of gas cylinders. PHC provides a simple yet useful  
tensioning system, protecting the equipment from  
sudden impact.

Lifting and Handling Equipment

1   200T AHC Compensator integrated in A-Frame on “Island Valiant”  
 (Island Offshore)  
2   200T In-line AHC compensator on “Siem Amethyst” (Siem)    
3   200T In-line AHC compensator on “Siem Aquamarine” (Siem)  

1

2

3
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Moonpool Deck  
Hatches
The AXTech Moonpool Deck Hatches are hydrau-
lically operated hatches which may be hinged or 
sliding. The hatches are normally equipped with 
integrated rails for skidding pallets and with slots, 
allowing the hatches to be closed with the guide 
wires in position. The AXTech hatches are normally 
equipped with a supporting structure for launching 
of modules. 

Lifting and Handling Equipment

1

2

1   Moonpool hatches on “Skandi Seven” (Subsea 7)    2   70T MHS during installation on “North Sea Giant”

AXTech on Site
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Power & Control  
Systems
AXTech designs and delivers hydraulic power  
systems (HPU) and electric power systems (EPU). 
The typical range is 100-3000 kW. 

Hydraulic Power Units (HPU)
HPUs are supplied as open skid units for installation under deck, 
or mounted in weather housing for open-deck installation. They 
may be equipped with electrical starters, or delivered with DOL. 
Both “open loop” and “closed loop” systems are available.  We 
also design HPUs for Active Heave Compensation.

Electric Power Units (EPU)
AXTech designs and delivers all required electrical power 
switchgear units for operation of electrical drives on the  
equipment. This includes conventional switchgear based  
on DOL, or Star/Delta starters, soft starters or frequency 
converters. Resistor banks for the operation of electric winches 
are also available. They may be delivered as free-standing 
cabinets for installation in a switch gear room, or as enclosed 
designs for installation on deck.

Control Systems
All AXTech deliveries comes with our self-developed state of 
the art control systems. All systems like hydraulic, electric, plc/
pc and even screen/ touch screen controls and design are 
developed in-house and has proven to be reliable and has high 
man-machine interface (MMI) score.

Lifting and Handling Equipment

1

2
3 4
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1    HPU (3,3MW) on North Sea Giant  
2    HPU (920kW) on “Deep Endeavour” (DeepOcean)  
3    EPU (3MW) to IMR winches on “Seven Viking” (Subsea 7)
4    HPU (1,2MW) on 70T MHS (DOF Subsea)
5    EPU (1,2MW) on 70T MHS (DOF Subsea)
6    Control Cabin for 420T Handling Tower (Technip/Statoil) 
7   8   Control Cabin on 70T MHS (DOF Subsea)

5

6
7

8
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Services

AXTech has a staff of engineers that are able 
to do engineering of any kind of lifting-related 
designs. In addition, our experienced service 
department gives prompt response to your 
service requests. They may help with field 
works such as testing and commissioning of 
new or modified equipment, or maintenance 
and repairs. Our telephone service help-desk 
may assist with fast remedies, and our service 
engineers are prepared to travel anywhere in 
the world if required.
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Services
AXTech has a staff of engineers who provide  
a full range of engineering services for lifting- 
related designs. Our highly experienced service 
department provides rapid response to your  
service requests. Services include field work such 
as testing and commissioning of new or modified 
equipment, maintenance and repairs. Our tele- 
phone service help-desk provides assistance  
for fast remedies, and our service engineers are 
prepared to travel anywhere in the world if required.

AXTech performs the following services:

Engineering services
 Upgrade of existing equipment and systems
 Strength calculation of structures and machinery
 Installation and commissioning 
 Commissioning of lifting and material handling systems
 Development and supervision of testing procedures and  
 sea trials

Supervision of installation
 Certification/recertification of lifting devices

Training courses
 Training of client’s operating and maintenance personnel. 
 Performed onshore and/or offshore

Repair, maintenance and spare parts supply
 Troubleshooting of lifting and material handling systems  
 and components of any make
 Maintenance (overhaul) and repair of winches, pumps  
 and other hydraulic/electrical/mechanical units
 Development of periodic maintenance programmes
 Long-term service agreements
 Recertification of lifting equipment
 Advice on and performance of preservation and storage 
 protection programmes
 Delivery of spare parts worldwide
 AXTech is accredited as a “Competent Body” by Norsk  
 Sertifisering which means that we are authorised to certify 
 lifting appliances

Services



Trykk: Skipnes

Fannnestrandvegen 85, PO Box 2008,  
6402 Molde, Norway 

Tel.: +47 911 90 200, Fax: +47 911 90 100 
Service Tel.: +47 911 90 300 
E-mail: axtech@axtech.no 

www.axtech.no

Information regarding our agents / representatives: Please visit our homepage


